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Abstract

The development of a set of educational web pages is a complex task, because it involves
multiple abilities: to be a good content author, a graphist, an ergonomist, following the advice
of the webmaster. Moreover, this task has to be redone every time an author (or the academic
site in which his pages are included) change the graphical or the navigational appearance.
Last, you cannot use the advanced mechanisms of HTML (which can help in managing styles
and content), since they are not fully supported by most frequently used web browsers. Our
goal is to propose a language to be used by professors, helping them to structure the content
of their hypertext pedagogical documents, and to free them from all the other aspects. The
definition of a set of web pages is done by describing both a structural model (using our
HDSL language), and a graphical model (using completely normal HTML). Using this pair
of models, our HDSL engine will build automatically the XSL conversion sheets able to con-
vert any of the documents built using the structural model into (for example) web pages using
the most currently accepted HTML. HDSL also offers capabilities of inheritance between
structural models, which allows a professor responsible of a whole pedagogical web site to
define a look and feel for it, and derive it according to the needs of the various authors writing
the hypertext supports of their courses. Moreover, the HDSL engine is able to accept presen-
tation models in specific languages other than HTML, such as PDF, WML,…starting from
the content of a single document.

Context

Developing a coherent set of web pages to produce a pedagogical document is a complex task, since the pages can
usually be described using multiple approaches. One can, for example, organize them by dividing the main sub-
ject into sections (introduction, chapters, bibliography, index,…), or classifying them by kind of information (pic-
tures, sounds, icons,…), by author. This list is not limited, and you have often to use many of these classification
criteria simultaneously. This leads you to handle a great number of heavily interdependent documents, like a real
software project manager. But the content of web pages has a much more dynamic structure than the source files
of a software project: to be pertinent, the content of a pedagogical document has to be frequently updated. 

Moreover, one has also to give a coherent look and feel to this complex set of documents. This aspect is of great
importance in a pedagogical context, since it allows students not to be bothered by presentation or navigational
considerations. Unfortunately, one has also to do with content authors who can either be HTML fluent, and these
will take a lot of time to elaborate their own look and feel, or on the contrary they may be completely focused on
the content of their document, and they will deliver them in various formats.

Another problem is the ability to describe the page content semantics for search tools, either your own, or com-
mercial ones. The keywords HTML offers with its meta tags are also too simplistic, since they lack the ability to
describe the context in which they are used, and are attached to the whole document, when we need a fine grain
semantic description. A powerful and semantically-based search tool is a fundamental mechanism for helping stu-
dents to browse your document, and find the definition or explanation they are looking for.

The cost of managing a huge set of HTML documents could be greatly reduced by the use of advanced tools
available in HTML 4 (Ragget 1999). For example, CSS styles sheets can be used to insure a homogenous look,
navigation toolbar and menus located in frames to standardize the interface presented to the internet reader.
Unfortunately, most of these advanced tools are not universally supported by web browsers, or by other medium
specific presentation languages (PDF, WML, restricted HTML).



The HDSL Project

Almost all these problems can be solved by using our Hypertext Document Structuring Language, HDSL, based
on XML (Bray, 2000), that allows to describe the structure of families of hypertext documents, independently of
their presentation and the medium on which they are displayed. That language allows also to add semantics to the
items of the document, either on their content, or on their usage (navigation toolbar, menu,…). Separation of con-
tents and presentation in HDSL give the ability to describe the look and feel of the pedagogical document which is
different from mixing them with contents, as done with HTML.

To achieve this goal, we propose a mechanism based on pairs of documents. For every subset of the pedagogical
document (course, chapter, section,…), which has its own look and feel, the content author will supply a model
using HDSL, which describes its different parts (required or optional, describing the contents or the relations with
other documents,…). According to this structural model, the graphist will supply a presentation model, which
organizes the look and usage of theses parts. This presentation model can use various presentation languages,
standard HTML, reduced HTML (for text-only browsers, low-bandwidth clients,…), WML, PDF, or others,
according to the medium used to display the document. Our HDSL engine will take all these models, and gener-
ates automatically as many XSL stylesheets as needed to produce «displayable» forms of the concrete HDSL doc-
ument written by content authors, for every needed medium. It allows to use a unique version of the document that
defines the content, which is of a great importance to insure the coherence of the various displayable forms.

The solutions XML currently offers, such as pure XSL sheets (Clark 1999), has multiple drawbacks: you have to
fully master XSL, to write a XSL sheet for every presentation medium, for every subset of your pedagogical doc-
ument. Moreover, this XSL writing task must be redone every time you change the look and feel. And this way of
producing web pages doesn’t allow re-utilization or genericity which our tool includes, nor any possibility for
handling interrelations between documents. It doesn’t provide either any may to manage the versioning of the
document the HDSL engine supports, and which is of great help in managing the production of many contents
author.

Related Work

The WebML language (www.oasis-open.org/cover/webML.html) is a notation for specifying complex Web sites
at the conceptual level. It allows the description of navigation and composition abstractions, which are assembled
into pages and interconnected by links. WebML is devoted to the construction of web sites based on very dynamic
information fetched from multiple databases, and linked by complex relationship, described using E/R model,
ODMG object-oriented model in a structural model. The presentation model defines the appearance of pages,
independently of the output devices and the rendition language, like HDSL, except for the data described in the
structural model. The application domain of WebML is rather e-commerce oriented sites than educational or aca-
demic ones.

The Percussion’s products (Rhythmyx Content Manager) (www.percussion.com) is a commercial set of tools,
devoted to the management of web pages by the content authors, without asking them to mastering HTML, or
even site rules and structures. It allows the same information to be presented in multiples pages, as HDLS does,
and clearly allows the separation between content and presentation. But it is a relatively cumbersome tool, more
dedicated to commercial sites than educational or academics ones. HDSL, on the contrary, is a rather straightfor-
ward tool, which pushes the versatility of XML in domains such as the expression of the content semantics. Per-
cussion also develops a XML to HTML tool, Xsplit, but which presents only some of the capabilities of HDSL
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